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(57)Abstract

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a toner with which images of high resolution and high

image quality can be stably formed many times without causing any cleaning failure by toner

shape control.
n

SOLUTION: The dry toner containing at least resin and colorant, has a roundness ot to

1.000 and has a plurality of recesses on its surface.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and MCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.Thte document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[claim^The dry type toner which the oiroularity of this toner is 0.960-1 .000. and is

ohaTJerized paving two or more impressions on a front face in the dry type toner wh,ch

contains resin and a coloring agent at least.

[Claim 2] The dry type toner according to claim 1 characterized by the^r^ of sa,d dry

type toner being 0.980-1.000. [Claim 3] The dry type toner according to cla.m 1 or 2

cTrarerizerbythe major axis of the impression ^ the front face where two or more

rmpress^ns ofL above-mentioned front face are measured on the .mage <SEM .rnage) photoed

Si^rTetZ^V^X^ 3Prized by the toner mean parucle

££fl AZ"rlvS 1 "4 characterized by the

[Srof the h^eTprrsenStion in a presentation being polyester resin at least » the above-

ESWlSS^iS!^ according to claim 5 with which the above-mentioned polyester

poiyester resin - .
W» 5 whiehU%%Z^&££.%!ZffSty^-r

SSI'^ ton" aooording to olain 5 to 8 characterized*, for the «~ transition

S7J"the^bo?e-™ntion.d polyostor rosin beine 55-75 degreesC. and the acd number be,n8

lal TwT'dr, type toner accord™ to claim 5 to 9 characterized b» th. abce-mentioned

Fat.russsEsr.-. , 0 », *. -

eoSnLSl^TI. with which poster resin has not^natureiized in th. poiyesWr

resin of the above-mentioned publication.
. , . . 5_12 characterized by the

rriaim 131 A dry type toner given in either of above-mentioned claims 5 1/ characienzeo oy uie

SrJf ie Dolvester resin which has not denaturalized with denaturation polyester resin

Sinlte pSSin with which *e polyester resin pubhca.on

has not denaturalized with denaturation polyester resm be.nfir5 / 95 ™f ^ b

SSfWtgVXZEZSZSZ* wnh - distributed parncie s,e
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of the coloring agent in the above-mentioned toner is 0.5 micrometers or less in a number pitch

diameter, and the number rate of 0.7 micrometers or more is characterized by five-piece being

the toner it is [ toner ] several % or less by particle size.

[Claim 16] The dry type toner according to claim 1 to 15 with which the distributed particle size

of the coloring agent in the above-mentioned toner is 0.3 micrometers or less in an individual

number average, and an individual number average is characterized by being the toner whose

number rate of 0.5 micrometers or more is below a ten-piece number.

[Claim 17] The dry type toner according to claim 1 to 16 characterized by the above-mentioned

dry type toner containing a wax as a release agent

[Claim 1 8] The dry type toner according to claim 1 to 1 7 characterized by the above-mentioned

dry type toner containing an electrification control agent.

[Claim 19] The dry type toner according to claim 1 to 18 characterized by being obtained by

removing the solvent of the emulsification dispersion liquid by which an organic solvent is made
to dissolve or distribute the toner constituent which consists of resin and a coloring agent at

least , and make this melt or a distributed object distribute while an inorganic dispersant or a

particle polymer exists in a drainage system medium , and the polyaddition reaction of this melt

or the distributed object might be carried out

.

[Claim 20] The dry type toner according to claim 1 9 characterized by the solid content

concentration of emulsification dispersion liquid being 10 -50% in the above-mentioned dry type

toner.

[Claim 21] The dry type toner according to claim 19 or 20 characterized by obtaining the

isocyanate radical content prepolymer distributed in the drainage system medium by removing

the solvent of an expanding reaction and the emulsification dispersion liquid which were made to

carry out crosslinking reaction and were obtained by amines while the toner constituent which

consists of polyester resin in the above-mentioned drainage system medium is distributed and

an inorganic dispersant or a particle polymer exists.

[Claim 22] The dry type toner according to claim 21 characterized by using the toner whose

solid content concentration of emulsification dispersion liquid is 10 - 50% in the above-

mentioned dry type toner.

[Claim 23] The dry type toner according to claim 1 to 22 characterized by this toner being a 2

component toner.

[Claim 24] Image formation equipment characterized by using the dry type toner of a publication

for either of above-mentioned claims 1—23.

[Claim 25] Image formation equipment according to claim 24 characterized by being equipment

with which the above-mentioned image formation equipment forms a multi-colored picture image,

[Claim 26] Image formation equipment according to claim 24 or 25 characterized by the above-

mentioned image formation equipment having the middle imprint means of an endless mold.

[Claim 27] Image formation equipment according to claim OA to 26 characterized by the above-

mentioned image formation equipment having a blade cleaning means.
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